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Overview: The Internet of Things allows for remote management and monitoring of
many aspects of everyday life at the individual and industrial levels. However, designing
these systems within constraints of cost and operational context can be a real challenge.
The sensor network must be strategically designed, which means selecting the most
appropriate sensors to collect a specific measurement in a specific environment and then
optimizing their deployment and utilization. To facilitate sensor selection, we propose a
straightforward, color-coded, three-sieve selection tool and demonstrate the efficacy of
this method through real-life exemplars. The selection tool could be applied to other
kinds of technologies, as well.
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The concept of the Internet of Things (IoT), as it was coined by Kevin Ashton in 1999,
involved connecting two key concepts from the early 1980s: the Internet and radio
frequency identification (RFID) (Ashton 2009). Two years later, Gershenfeld, Krikorian,
and Cohen (2004) used the term Internet-zero to designate an Internet protocol allowing
devices to communicate with the network. Since then, IoT and the development of
wireless sensor networks have rapidly expanded as the number of Internet-enabled
devices available on the market has increased (Oppermann, Boano, and Römer 2014).
From urban management and health care to wildlife monitoring and precision agriculture,
IoT has become entwined in everyday life.
Sensors are an essential part of IoT systems, as they facilitate the measuring and
monitoring of environmental and operational parameters. At its lowest level, a sensor can
be reduced to a sensory element—a transduction mechanism converting an external
stimulus into another form, such as the conversion of light to an electrical signal (Aktan
et al. 2003; Russomanno, Kothari, and Thomas 2005). At a higher level, a sensor
incorporates the sensory element, the interface required to connect it to an external
system (packaging, power supply, communication port), and sometimes signal processing
capabilities. A myriad of sensors are now available to measure particular conditions, such
as displacement, acceleration, force, temperature, light, touch, location, gas, and
biological matter, and the number is continually increasing (Shieh et al. 2001; Schmidt
and van Laerhoven 2001). Given this diversity, innovators constructing IoT systems need
a simple, effective process to select the optimum sensor for a particular scenario.
Several selection methods have been proposed through the years, but their
implementation often requires a high level of expertise. The task of sensor selection is
complicated by the lack of a universal vocabulary to precisely characterize existing
sensors and their specifications.1 For example, criteria can also be referred to as
requirements, constraints, or parameters (Shieh et al. 2001; Sowers 2012). Moreover, the
selection process can itself be complex, requiring the balancing of an array of different
requirements and constraints, and systems created to manage it often require the
utilization of advanced software and specialized approaches (Aktan et al. 2003; Sowers
2012). The aim of this work is to develop a straightforward, more generalized sensor
selection methodology that can be used by novices as well as experts.
Background
A number of sensor selection methods have been described in the literature and applied in
practice; most of these rely on a graphical, semantic, or modeling process (Table 1). A
general approach to the selection process was suggested by Paul Regtien (2005). His
process starts with an exhaustive list of the operating, environmental, physical, and cost
specifications for the system. Then, practitioners build an in-depth understanding of the
physics and other circumstances defining the system’s use context in order to identify
required objects of measurement. The third step is to assess the merits and shortcomings
of various sensing methods in the environmental conditions of the use context. Finally,
the practitioner selects the sensor that best fits the constraints of the scenario. Although
Regtien did not offer a particular selection tool, the basic concepts he describes can be
found in most of the selection methods that follow.
---Table 1 near here---
Shieh et al. (2001) offer a graphical toolset based on performance charts. In this process,
the most significant characteristics for each sensor type are defined based on
manufacturers’ data sheets. This information is then plotted on two-dimensional charts,
with relevant sensor performance indices as the axes; the result is a graph that illustrates
various trade-offs, for instance resolution vs. range or frequency vs. range. The criteria
used for a particular type of sensor correspond to the specifications commonly described
by the manufacturers technical specifications. However, there is no systematic method to
guide practitioners in the pairing of attributes within the 2D performance chart, resulting
in an unstructured and variable outcomes. These charts are then used to identify the
strongest sensor candidates; the final selection is made from this subset with
consideration of cost, practicality, and reliability. The value of this charting method,
according to the authors, lies in its ability to give an overview of sensor performance,
thus graphically illustrating the sensor type best suited to a given requirement. However,
although the charts can constitute a straightforward, visual selection tool, they may
become difficult to interpret when there are many sensors to compare.
More recently, solution selection matrices, such as the one included in the Lean Six
Sigma toolset, could offer a less specialized, but still useful approach (Antony, Vinodh,
and Gijo 2017; Swan 2018). The first step in adapting such a tool to sensor selection is to
list all the relevant selection criteria and assign a weight to each, from 1 to 9, depending
on its relative importance; those criteria become the columns in the solution matrix, with
the candidates making up the rows. The candidates are then scored for each criterion,
from 0 (poor) to 5 (very good). The final assessment of a candidate is created by
multiplying its score for each criterion by the criterion weight and summing those
products. The process seems straightforward, but it has not been applied to sensor
selection. Moreover, this method is intended as a discussion tool for managers, not as a
selection tool, and is not intended to provide a definitive decision. Anthony, Vinodh, and
Gijo (2017) suggest that the candidate with the highest score may not necessarily be the
right choice in every circumstance.
Semantic, taxonomic, and ontological approaches offer another powerful sensor selection
approach. Schmidt and van Laerhoven (2001) propose a semantic approach, whose
application they illustrate using the case of a mobile phone. The approach begins with an
analysis of the situation in which the sensors will be used and what information they
should collect; this defines the requirements for and constraints on sensor performance.
Those requirements and constraints are then converted, via a computer-assisted process,
into semantic cue and context algorithms. For example, for the selection of an
accelerometer, a constraint on the frequency at which the sensor can operatencould be
converted into the cue “base frequency of 10 Hz” and the corresponding context could be
“moving.” Final selection is made by applying a cost function to the results of the
algorithm process. Babu, George, and Samuel (2016) propose another semantic-based
method in which sensors are selected based on contextual requirements established from
the user point of view, such as the object of measurement (what to sense?) and the
technology (how to sense?). In this process, a system analysis first defines what needs to
be sensed, how, and in what context. These definitions map the constraints; relative
values are then assigned to each constraint according to user preference. These attributes
are then used to compare each sensor’s characteristics to user needs and preferences, the
ultimate purpose being to assign a unique identification to each sensor. Final selection is
made using a semantic querying algorithm. The complexity of this approach makes it
difficult to use outside of an academic environment, and the professional software
involved is likely to be time-consuming and expensive.
For highly complex systems with a large number of interacting parameters, modeling
tools and software may be needed to guide sensor selection. The Drexel Intelligent
Infrastructure and Transportation Safety Institute detailed a methodology to be applied to
sensor selection for bridge health monitoring (Aktan et al. 2003). The initial step in this
process consisted of analyzing the bridge and surroundings to characterize the relevant
measurements to be collected, as well as the environmental conditions in which the
sensors would need to work. Following this analysis, candidate sensors are assessed
against three criteria: performance characteristics, environmental constraints, and
economic considerations. Sowers (2012) presents a systematic sensor selection strategy
(S4) for aerospace vehicle design that supports the selection of a suite of sensors adapted
to a system in a particular situation. The whole-system analysis and selection process
relies on a process of iterative optimization. It requires successive computer-assisted
analyses to establish constraints (performance, cost, design), elaborate required
algorithms, and develop software modules. Both Aktan and colleagues’ (2003) and
Sowers’s (2012) methods address very complex situations requiring large numbers of
interacting sensors. Consequently, the selection processes suggested require advanced
modeling software and algorithms; they can be both time-consuming and expensive to
implement. Hence these selection methods, although powerful, are only viable for
complex systems and not particularly useful as a general tool.
Some general conclusions can be drawn from this review. First, whether it is based on
charts, complex computer modeling, or semantic methods, the sensor selection process
always begins with an analysis of the system. Second, in all cases, the properties of
candidate sensors must be compared to specific system and environmental requirements
defined by the analysis and by initial design constrains. And finally, economic
considerations are typically taken into account only at the end of the process, after
technical requirements have been defined and considered.
Moreover, it seems that there is a real need for a general, approach that can be used by all
practitioners, regardless of their expertise with regard to semantic processes or complex
selection algorithms. Such a selection method should include an easy-to-read graphical
tool, use a simple vocabulary based on sensor manufacturers’ terms, and provide an easy-
to-implement selection tool.
A Simple Sensor Selection Method
To address these needs, we propose a flexible, straightforward methodology,
incorporating a system analysis that feeds into a selection tool, that can be adapted to
nearly any IoT system or situation (Figure 1). Briefly, the results of a five-step analysis
based on performance data from sensor manufacturers are used to populate a three-sieve
selection tool, represented as a succession of color-coded matrices. The tool is easily
implemented with a spreadsheet; each matrix facilitates a simple go/no go decision for
each sensor, based on key criteria, so that the number of candidates is reduced
progressively. Finally, after the final matrix analysis, the sensor with the highest
aggregate score is chosen.
---Figure 1 near here---
Five-Step System Analysis
Meaningful sensor selection can proceed only in the context of a full understanding of the
system as a whole. To create that understanding, we engage in a five-step system
analysis:
1. Develop an understanding of the complete system and its fundamental processes. The
complexity of this analysis can vary, depending on the complexity of the system. For
example, health monitoring systems, such as for a bridge or a jet engine, require
quantitative approaches such as finite element analysis, computer modeling, and
simulation to understand their dynamic operation (Aktan et al. 2003; Sowers 2012).
Techniques such as fault tree analysis can be used to understand possible failure
mechanisms. At a lower level of complexity, for systems performing simpler tasks
such as wildlife habitat or personal assistance monitoring, a simpler qualitative
analysis may be sufficient (Mainwaring et al. 2002; Mubashir, Shao, and Seed 2013).
2. Define the parameters to be measured. For example, the amount of a fluid inside a
tank could be found by measuring either the mass (scale or pressure sensor) or the
volume (gauging rule, level detector) of the fluid (Regtien 2005). In general, several
parameters need to be measured during a process, sometimes simultaneously.
3. Define the performance requirements for the sensors needed for each measurement
parameter. These requirements could be related to the measurement range, accuracy,
resolution, sensitivity, discrimination, linearity, hysteresis, repeatability, stability, or
response time, among other attributes (Cheng, Azarian, and Pecht 2010).
4. Consider the environment in which the system will operate. This will determine the
physical constraints and environmental factors affecting the sensors. Environmental
factors include but are not limited to temperature, humidity, pressure, shock, strain,
stress, acoustic level, vibrations, electrical noise, and the presence of possible
contaminants. Physical constraints inherent to the system could relate to the size,
weight, shape, packaging, and mounting of the sensor, among other factors.
5. Estimate the total cost of implementation for the sensor. This economic analysis
should consider the availability, unit cost, delivery time, installation time and costs,
maintenance requirements, reliability (mean time between failures, or MTBF), and
total life of the sensors.
The five-step system analysis provides an in-depth understanding of the processes
occurring within the system and facilitates the identification of meaningful parameters for
measurement. The performance requirements, along with the physical, environmental,
and cost constraints, defined in the analysis are used in the three-sieve tool to identify the
most appropriate sensor from the pool of candidates.
Three-Sieve Selection Tool
In the selection phase, the information gathered in the five-step system analysis is fed
into a three-sieve selection tool that provides a process for selecting sensors that can
collect the measurements identified in Step 2 and meet the requirements defined in Steps
3–5. Because we assume that each sensor collects only one measurement parameter—
that is, a single device is not measuring multiple physical inputs—the selection tool must
be run independently for each measurement parameter. The template for this tool is based
on Collins and Williams’s (2014) three-stage filter for technology selection. In this study,
technologies were assessed and compared using three prioritized filters: key functional
attributes, primary attributes, and contextual attributes. This system assigned a score to
each technology under consideration; the scores were linked to a color code, which
allowed quick, visual comparison of the various technologies under consideration.
The three-sieve sensor selection tool presented here uses a standard spreadsheet program
to facilitate analysis.2 That analysis proceeds by filtering candidate sensors first by their
ability to meet performance requirements (Sieve 1), then by their conformance to
physical constraints and ability to withstand environmental factors (Sieve 2), and finally
by cost of implementation (Sieve 3). Each sieve is represented as a table in which each
column corresponds to a specific requirement or constraint and each row corresponds to a
candidate sensor (Figure 2). The tables are populated with data obtained in the system
analysis. Each sensor is rated by its ability to meet each requirement or constraint; the
ratings are color coded—red if a requirement is not met (NOT OK), yellow if it is met
(OK), and green if the sensor exceeds the requirement (OK+). For example, where the
data being collected is temperature and the performance requirement is to measure the
range of 20–60°C, a sensor with a range of 30–50°C would be rated red, a sensor with a
range of 20–60 °C would be rated yellow, and one with a range of 10–70°C would be
rated green.
---Figure 2 near here---
Only candidate sensors that meet the requirements of one sieve—that is, that are rated
yellow or green—pass to the next one. There is no use in assessing physical,
environmental, or cost constraints if the sensor does not meet the performance
requirements of the system. Similarly, it is pointless to assess the implementation costs of
a sensor that cannot meet system constraints or function under the environmental
conditions in which the system will operate. Thus, Sieve 1 focuses on sensor
performance, based on the requirements defined in step 3 of the system analysis; Sieve 2
focuses on the physical and environmental requirements mapped in step 4 of the analysis;
and Sieve 3 analyzes the total cost of implementation for those sensors that passed
through the first two steps. Sieve 3 always includes two standard criteria—availability
and unit cost—but other criteria, such as installation or maintenance cost—may also be
considered. The availability parameter is crucial in this step—a sensor that is not
available within the time frame of the project, no matter how superbly it performs, simply
cannot be a candidate. The unit cost is the cost per sensor, which may vary depending on
the number of pieces ordered; the unit cost often decreases when a larger number of
pieces is ordered. The unit cost is normalized to a scale of 1–10 to simplify comparison in
when there is a large pool of candidates.
The totals in the last column of each sieve are aggregate scores designed to represent the
compatibility of any given sensor to a particular system. Typically, the total score would
be a simple product of the sensor’s scores on each criterion. If a more fine-grained
analysis is needed, a weighting formula can be used to capture the relative importance of
each criterion, similar to the process used in the Lean Six Sigma solution selection
matrix (Antony, Vinodh, and Gijo 2017). In any case, the candidate with the highest
score in Sieve 3 should be chosen as the most adapted to the system.
The Three-Sieve Selection Method in Practice
To test the viability of the three-sieve selection tool, we performed analyses of several
scenarios based on real-life cases. Here, we show how the tool can be used to select an
accelerometer for a laboratory-scale demonstrator used as a testbed for IoT and
augmented reality research.3
We began with the system analysis:
1. Understand the complete system: The system, which was developed at Cranfield
University (UK), consists of a series of gears that drive a frictional brake mechanism
mounted on a linear actuator (Figure 3). The speed of the drive shaft, the position of
the gears, and the vibrations generated are passed via a wireless link to a tablet PC for
information overlay and retrieval.
---Figure 3 near here---
2. Define the parameters to be measured: The rotational speed of the gears and the
frictional force of the brake create vibrations within the system. An accelerometer is
needed to measure the vibrations generated during operation.
3. Define sensor performance requirements: The system analysis shows that the
vibrations are not expected to exceed 1g and an accelerometer sensitivity of at least
1200 mV/g will be required to interface with the monitoring electronics.
4. Consider the operational environment: The system operates in a range of
temperatures, so the sensor must perform across that full range, 15–30°C. Size
constraints within the system mean that the sensor must have a volume of no more
than ≤ 400 mm3.
5. Estimate the cost of implementation: The project demands that costs be kept as low as
possible; further, the supplier must have at least 50 units in stock to meet likely
project needs.
This information is then converted into constraints and entered into the three tables of the
three-sieve tool (Figure 4). To simplify this example, only single-axis analog devices will
be considered; multi-axis and digital output sensors are automatically discarded; further,
constraints are limited to two per sieve. In this example, in Sieves 1 and 2, color codes
are keyed to scores: red = 0, yellow = 1, and green = 2. The total score for each candidate
is calculated by multiplying together the scores for each constraint. In our example, the
total scores for Sieves 1 and 2 are calculated as follows:
---Figure 4 ----
Total Score Sieve 1 = Peak Acceleration Score x Sensitivity Score (1)
Total Score Sieve 2 = Operating Temperature Score x Volume Score (2)
Thus, the highest total score achievable in the first two sieves is 2n, with n being the
number of constraints—in our sample, the maximum possible score is 4; three of the
sensors evaluated achieve this score in sieve 1. Further, a candidate that fails to meet any
one constraint will have a total score of 0, as with S4 in Sieve 1, and will be discarded.
All candidates with a score greater than 0 will be passed on to the next Sieve. It should be
noted that, as long as the sensor meets basic criteria, a higher total score in one sieve does
not necessarily mean the sensor is superior for the given application. The final decision
will be based on the outcome of sieve 3, which will balance performance and cost to
determine whether exceeding specification is desirable in the context of other constraints.
In Sieve 3, the availability of the part is a simple go/no go criteria—if the sensor is not
available, it cannot be used. Thus, scores in that column are limited to 1 (green) if the
required number of sensors is available in stock or 0 (red) if the stock is less than
required. Unit cost is the best price the supplier can offer—£16.53/piece for more than 10
pieces in the case of S1 and £32.90/piece for 50 pieces in the case of S5. The unit cost
constraint is not color coded; its score is normalized on a scale of 1–10, which simplifies
comparison in the case of a large data set. The formula used to normalize the cost is:
Normalized cost = a + (c – A) x (b – a) / (B – A) (3)
where a is the minimum value in the scale (1 in this case), b is the maximum value in the
scale (10 in this case), A is the minimum cost value in the data set (£5.26), B is the
maximum cost value in the data set (£32.90), and c is the cost value to be normalized.
The total score in Sieve 3 is calculated to include consideration of the candidate’s
performance at Sieves 1 and 2:
Total Score Sieve 3 = Total Score Sieve 1 x Total Score Sieve 2 x Availability
Score/Normalized Cost Score
(4)
This formula yields a ratio between the relevant properties (captured in sieve 1 and sieve
2 scores) and the price (captured as normalized cost), while discarding unavailable
candidates. In this example, S3 and S5 emerge as two viable candidates; S3 has a higher
final score and thus is the final choice.
Discussion
The three-sieve methodology integrates the three main features present in most sensor
selection processes, as described in Regtien (2005)—it starts with a system analysis,
assesses candidate sensors against specific requirements identified by that system
analysis, and facilitates a final decision based on economic considerations. Nonetheless, a
few key differences set the three-sieve method apart from other methods and tools.
First, the sieve method simplifies analysis by progressively focusing attention on the
sensors most likely to perform as needed. The six constraints considered in our very
simple example would, in the graphical method proposed by Shieh et al. (2001), generate
three 2D graphs. No candidates are discarded between graphs in this method; thus,
analysis requires the simultaneous comparison of multiple graphs. In the case of a large
pool of candidates or constraints, this task could quickly become unmanageably complex.
The use of a matrix tool like the Lean Six Sigma solution matrix may seem easier, but it
may also suffer under the weight of multiple comparisons and constraints. Gathering all
the criteria (performance, environmental, environmental, cost) with their different
weights and all the sensor candidates in one table can flatten differences and, again, call
for complex simultaneous comparisons. On the other hand, in the three-sieve tool,
progressive and systematic discarding of sensors that do not meet defined criteria, paired
with a color code and simple numerical scoring system, streamlines the selection process.
Semantic-oriented selection methods, which allow computers to handle the comparisons,
can be quite complex. Users must master a very specific technical and programming
vocabulary to be able to translate technical knowledge into semantic cues and queries and
run complex algorithms using specific software tools (Babu, George, and Samuel 2016).
For instance, in Schmidt and van Laerhoven’s (2001) algorithm, moving means nonzero
acceleration for an accelerometer, but it could mean skin temperature in the case of a
passive infrared detector. Advanced modeling selection methods are very powerful,
capable of addressing highly complex situations such as bridge health monitoring or
aerospace vehicle design (Aktan et al. 2003; Sowers 2012); they are also, as a
consequence, unnecessarily time-consuming for simpler needs. The three-sieve tool
simplifies the semantic approach by employing the vocabulary commonly used by
suppliers and by avoiding the need for heavy-duty software. Only basic equations and a
spreadsheet are necessary to implement the three-sieve method.
In contrast to these complex, and sometimes specialized approaches, the three-sieve tool
offers a more general approach, easily adaptable to any situation.
Conclusion
The three-sieve selection tool we have developed is a straightforward method for sensor
selection that balances performance requirements, environmental constraints, and other
factors with economic considerations. The tool is flexible enough to be used by
practitioners at any level of expertise; the template makes the decision-making process
clear across teams and collaborators. Indeed, it provides a clear account of what sensors
have been considered and which have been rejected, and for what reason, that can
streamline decision making within the team by providing a logical rationale.
Furthermore, as the tool is adaptive, practitioners can update it with new sensors as they
emerge on the market to assess how they compare to the sensors currently being used.
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Notes
1. In order to avoid confusion, it should be noted that sensor selection has two meanings
in the field. One refers to the selection of sensors from the set already deployed into a
network; the selection process is used to optimize the network by choosing which
sensors will be active at a given time (Rowaihy et al. 2007). The meaning intended in
this work refers to the selection of sensors to be integrated into a system during the
design and build process; in this case, the selection process is focused on
incorporating the most appropriate sensors for the task at hand (Regtien 2005).
2. A spreadsheet template for the three-sieve selection tool is available at
https://doi.org/10.17862/cranfield.rd.5809329.
3. More complex test cases, including selection of a strain gauge for a synthetic femur
subjected to anatomical loads and pH and temperature requirements and selection of a
methane sensor for a remote system monitoring operational conditions in a toilet, are
reported at https://doi.org/10.17862/cranfield.rd.5809329.
Table 1.—Comparative table: The three-sieve method vs. common sensor selection methods
Name
Required Level
of Expertise
Selection Process
Source
Method Tool
General insight Basic Empirical None Regtien 2005
Performance chart Moderate Graphical 2D charts
Schieh et al.
2001
Solution selection matrix Moderate Graphical Spreadsheet
Antony, Vinodh,
and Gijo 2017
Cue- and context-oriented
method
Advanced Semantic
Layered architecture application based on
clustering algorithms
Schmidt and van
Laerhoven 2001
Query- and context-oriented
method
Advanced Semantic
Specialized databases and clustering
algorithms
Babu, George
and Samuel 2016
Model health-monitoring
guide
Advanced Modeling Finite element analysis and CAD Aktan et al. 2003
Systematic sensor selection
strategy (S4)
Advanced Modeling
Iterative model based on statistical
evaluation algorithms
Sowers 2012
Figure captions
Figure 1.—Simple sensor selection process
Figure 2.—Three-sieve selection tool template
Figure 3.—Laboratory-scale demonstrator used as a testbed for IoT and augmented
reality research
Figure 4.—Selection of an accelerometer using the three-sieve tool
